













The   purpose   of   this   thesis   is   to   describe   the   architectural  models   of   four
selected Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) Web tier frameworks. The approach to
the subject is a conceptual­analytical research with a focus on the application
concerns   the   different   frameworks   promote.   The   thesis   begins   with   an
introduction   to   frameworks   and   the   basic   categorization   into  Black­box  and
White­box frameworks. An introduction to the J2EE with a focus on the Servlet
framework   and   the   general   J2EE  application  model   follows.  After   that   the
chosen frameworks are presented. JavaServer Faces and the Portlet framework as
frameworks from Sun Microsystems and Jakarta Struts and Apache Cocoon from























































build   efficient,   robust   and   maintainable   Web   applications   has   become
increasingly   important.  Amongst   others   the   Enterprise   Edition   of   the   Java
platform (J2EE) offers a technical platform and set of frameworks to design web
applications and services. In the standard three­tier application model of the





and   their   Software   Engineering   Implications”   [Emmerich,   2002].   Some
interesting examples of non­academic research on J2EE Web tier frameworks





General   research   on   frameworks   has   also   proven   to   be   useful   in   the
context   of   the   chosen   subject.   Good   overviews   of   framework   types   and
purposes helped to see the J2EE frameworks in a wider context. I will refer to





which   came  up  quickly  after   the   introduction  of   the  Servlet   framework.  The
Servlet framework provides a basic component framework for web application
development, whereas the Web tier frameworks address several issues of web
application  development   that  were  not   covered by  the   first  and subsequent
versions   of   the   Servlet   framework.   Such   issues   are   for   example  models   of
Navigation  and  Page   flows,  Personalization   of   Services,  Publication  of











Machine   and   runs   on   top   of   hardware­based   platforms.   Each   hardware
platform needs   to  have   its   own   Java  platform  implementation   to   run   Java





The  Java 2  Standard  Edition  (J2SE)  provides   the  main elements   for   Java










The  Java   2   Enterprise   Edition  (J2EE)   is   targeted   for   use   in   enterprise
application development. Interoperability through Web Services (SOAP, XML­
RPC),   component   technologies   (CORBA,   COM,   EJB)   and   connectivity   to
database and legacy systems (JDBC, Connection API) are the main concerns of
the   Enterprise   Edition.   The   Servlet   Framework   as   Java's  CGI   abstraction
(Common Gateway Interface) and various XML APIs conclude the palette of
frameworks. The frameworks can be roughly divided into two categories. Web
Services,   the   XML  APIs,   the   Connection   and   JDBC  APIs   and   Component




chapter   gives   a   basic   introduction   to   frameworks   and   introduces   the
3categorization into Black­box and White­box frameworks. In the third chapter
the   technologies   of   the   J2EE  Web   tier   are   introduced.   The   fourth   chapter
discusses briefly some methodological issues of this thesis. The fifth to eighth
chapter are used to give overviews of the J2EE Web tier frameworks. While the





This  chapter  offers  a  basic   introduction  to object­oriented frameworks,   their
benefits and one possible general categorization of frameworks. Frameworks
are  reusable  semi­complete application constructs   that   can be  used  to  build
complete applications.  They can be seen as the object­oriented equivalent   to
libraries.
2.1. Benefits of using frameworks
Frameworks   in   general   or   more   specifically   object­oriented   application
frameworks are often built on top of basic design pattern implementations to
enforce and facilitate certain development styles. The main benefits of object­
oriented application  frameworks  are  Modularity,  Reusability,  Extensibility  and






classes and interfaces, which makes  it  difficult   to replace entire areas of   the
framework by application­specific versions.
Concrete  Reusability  of   individual  elements   is  also a design goal   rarely
achieved in pure fashion. In many frameworks the construct can be (re)used as




to provide a basic  construct  of  Best  Practices,  Design patterns  and  Application
Domain logic  on which concrete applications can be build. Concrete extension





achieve notifications  of  actions  and events.  This  design style   is  often called
Inversion of Control. It is sometimes also called the Hollywood principle: “Don't
call   us,   we'll   call   you”.   Inversion   of   control   is   the   main   aspect   which








This   categorization   is   related   to   a   change   in   the   object­oriented
programming  paradigm.  While   class   hierarchies   and   sub­classing  were   the
main   techniques   to   build   object­oriented   programs   in   the   beginning,   the
paradigm   changed  with   the   advance   of  Design   patterns.   Especially   in   the
famous  Design   Patterns  book   [Gamma,   1994]   by   the   'Gang   of   Four'  two





which   questions   the   whole   subclassing   mechanism   and   suggests   a   more
modular approach as an alternative.





White­box   reuse   of   frameworks   is   defined   as   using   a   “softw are   fragment,
through  its   interfaces,  while   relying  on   the  understanding  gained  from  the
study of the actual implementation”  [Szyperski, 1997]. Frameworks which rely





6framework   can   be   described   on   a   high   level   while   concentrating   on   the
extension points in the documentation [vanGurp, 2001]. 






Black­box   reuse   of   frameworks   is   defined   as   the   “concept   of   reusing
implementations   without   relying   on   anything   but   their   interfaces   and
specifications”  [Szyperski, 1997]. Frameworks that can be used by configuring
existing components are called Black­box frameworks.  Black­box reuse  is  an
ideal rarely achieved.
Because the reuse of Black­box frameworks is limited to the functionality
already   implemented   in   the   components,   the  practice  of  Black­box   reuse   is
seldom used in pure fashion.  More common are mixtures of White­box and
Black­box   reuse.   The  White­box   layer  of   these   frameworks   covers   common
aspects of the components and abstract interfaces on which the components are
built on. The Black­box layer consists of concrete classes and components. Those
components   can  directly  be   reused,  while   still  preserving   the  possibility   to
extend the base classes of the framework [vanGurp, 2001]. 
7The   next   example   in   Figure   2.2   shows   the   usage   of   a   Black­box










Presentation  and  Business   Tier  as   sub­tiers   and   finally   the  Data   Tier.   In   the
following   the   functionalities   of   the   tiers  will   be   presented   in   detail.   [Sun
J2EEModel, 2004]










devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital  Assistants),  cell  phones and desktop
applications can be clients of J2EE applications. It is only an implied tier of the
J2EE Application model as it is not modelled in the architecture.
The  Web  or  Presentation Tier  is   responsible   for   the rendering of  HTML










model   entities   in   the  business  domain  and  normally   contain   complex   state
information. 
The   state   information   contained   in   entity   beans   often   represents   the
contents of a row in a relational database. The Object­Relational mapping can
be managed by the bean itself (bean­managed persistence or BMP) or by the
container   (container­managed   persistence   or   CMP).   Other   services   the







The Servlet   framework  is  one of   the core  elements  of   the  Java 2  Enterprise
Edition. Originally designed as a general extension framework for Java based


















































The   JavaServer   Pages   Standard   Tag   Library   is   a  way   to   replace   common
repetitive Java Code such as Java Bean lookup, conditionals, loops and XML




was  quickly   adopted  by   JavaServer  Pages  developers   [Sun   JSTL,   2003].  As
many  HTML  designers   are   not   familiar  with   the   Java   language,   an   XML














    for (int i = 0; i < tableData.size(); i++) {
      String cellColor = (i % 2 == 0) ? "gray" : "white";
  %>
  <tr>
    <td bgcolor="<%= cellColor %>">
      <%= i %>
    </td>
...





   var="currentData"
   varStatus="status">
  <c:set var="cellColor">
    <c:choose>
      <c:when test="${status.index % 2 == 0}">
        gray
      </c:when>
      <c:otherwise>white</c:otherwise>




    <td bgcolor="${cellColor}">
      ${status.index}
    </td>




language   is   included   in   the   JSTL   to  make   conditionals   and   looping  more


















The  Front  Controller  (Figure   3.5)  provides   a   central   entry  point   for   request
processing and view dispatching, which is often implemented as a Servlet. The
main tasks of the controller are invoking  Security services, delegating  Business




pattern,   a   standard   GUI   design   pattern   originally   used   in   the   Smalltalk
environment and later  also  in  the Java Swing framework.  The Model­View­
Controller defines the responsibilities of User Interface components (widgets as
well  as  more complex components)   into three different  elements:   the  Model,
which   contains   the   state   information  of   the   component,   the  View,  which   is
15




Intercepting   Filters  (Figure   3.6)   are   pluggable   elements   inside   the   request
processing   chain   of   the   Servlet   Container.   They   can   perform   both   pre­
processing   of   incoming   requests   as   well   as   post­processing   of   out­going
responses. The main implementation techniques are internal functions inside
the Front Controller and Servlet Filters.
Servlet   Filters   are   declared   in   the   Web   Application   deployment
descriptors of the Servlet containers and cover mostly common filtering tasks
such as  Authentication,  Authorization,  Logging  and  Debugging. Filters and Filter
Chains can be mapped to certain URL patterns in the same way as Servlets.
The main purpose of the Intercepting Filters is to separate request filtering
logic   from   request   processing   logic   and   to   provide   an   easy  way   to  write
reusable   components   for   the   filtering   tasks.  On   a  more   abstract   level,   the
Intercepting Filter pattern can be seen as the application of the Decorator pattern








atomic subviews that are integrated into a full view.  This  pattern   is   especially
useful, if the user interface has lots of dynamic and static view elements, if the
service  is  a portal  with  lots  of   independent subviews or   if  certain graphical
elements   (header,   logo,   footer)  should be separated  from the dynamic view
elements. 
This pattern can be seen as a direct application of the Composite pattern to
JavaServer   Pages   and   other   view   technologies.   Commonly   the   Composite








Controller  pattern.  While  view components  are  commonly used  to represent
particular   business   requests,   more   complex   processing   and   formatting




View Helpers  can also be used as  Adapters  to   the data  models,   in cases
where   the   model   is   too   complex   to   be   accessed   directly   from   the   View
components. The Adapter pattern describes a scenario where an external fixed
17
interface   is   glued   to   an   internal   interface   of   a   component  with   the   same
purpose. Typical examples of such scenarios are the use of JDBC for interaction






should  be   separated   from  the  view components.   In   this  design  pattern   the
content retrieval and business logic execution is deferred to the time of view
processing. 
It  should be used  in  cases  where control   flow is   relatively simple and
mostly based on parameters of the request and not on results of business logic
or content retrieval. A Dispatcher can be implemented as a part of the  Front
Controller,   as   a   separate   component   or   as   helper   class   in   the  View.   In   the




The  Service  To  Worker  pattern  (Figure 3.10)   is   similar   to   the  Dispatcher  View
pattern, but places content retrieval and business logic execution into the Front
Controller  component.   In   this   pattern   the  Controller   dispatches   the   request
processing to worker classes, which delegate the requests further to business
objects or execute the business  logic  themselves.  Based on the results  of  the
18







The  Business Delegate  pattern (Figure 3.11) presents a similar  Adapter  solution
like the View Helper pattern, but instead of just providing abstractions of single
services,   a   complete   remote  business   service   is  hidden  behind   the  Business
Delegate.   This   pattern   is   useful   for   cases   where   the   business   system   is
implemented in Enterprise Java Beans, because the lookup and access of the
remote services can be quite complex in these cases.
The  main   tasks   of   the  Business  Delegate  are   centralizing   the   access   to
remote services, aggregating service calls, caching the results and converting






The   function  of   the   J2EE  Web  Tier   frameworks   can  only  be  understood   in








Form   Validation,   Error   handling,   Internationalization   and   Security
(Authentication and Authorization).
More  specific   issues  are  the  integration of  other  Template mechanisms
beside   the   Java   Server   Pages   such   as  WebMacro,   Velocity   etc.,   enhanced










the  Apache   Software   Foundation   and   the  JavaServer   Faces  (JSF)   and  Portlet
Specification from Sun Microsystems.   All of the chosen frameworks enhance
the Servlet framework with different aspects.



















similar  issues  like the Jakarta Struts framework.  Craig McClanahan,   the main
architect  behind  the   Jakarta  Struts   framework,   is   also  one  of   the  editors  of
JavaServer Faces Specification. 
The  main   features   the   JavaServer   Faces   framework   provides   are   the





Apache Cocoon is  a  general  XML processing and publication engine,  but   is
mostly  used   in   combination  with   a   Servlet   connector   as  a  web  application
framework  with   focus   on   aggregating   and   formatting   heterogeneous   XML
content. Originally designed in 1998 by  Jon Stevens  and Stefano Mazzocchi as a
simple Servlet to manage the automatic page formatting of the java.apache.org
site,   the   system  became   quickly   one   of   the  most   popular  XML  publishing
engines for the J2EE platform [Mazzocchi, 2003]. 
4.1.4. Java Portlet Specification 
















architectural  simplicity and its   tight   integration into the J2EE platform. It   is
mainly based on the Model 2 pattern and focuses on the Controller component,
but integrates well with standard Model and View technologies. 
Jakarta  Struts  has  direct   support   for  standard data  access   technologies
such   as   JDBC   and   EJB,   as   well   as   some   Object­Relational   mappings   to
implement the Model part. For the Presentation part Struts integrates well with
JavaServer Pages, including the Standard Tag Libraries and JavaServer Faces,





present   the  main   classes   and   components   of   the   framework   in   the   design
pattern contexts,  in which they appear. In the following,  each of the pattern
implementations will be presented in detail. The components of the framework
are  mainly   based   on   four   design   patterns   of   the   J2EE   BluePrints   pattern
23
collection: the  Front Controller  pattern, the  View Helper  pattern, the  Dispatcher
View pattern and the Service To Worker pattern.
5.1.1. Front Controller
The  Front  Controller  implementation  in  Jakarta  Struts   consists  mainly  of   the




The ActionServlet   is  configured in an XML file   (struts­config.xml)   in a
similar   fashion   like   an   ordinary  Web   application   under   a   J2EE   compliant




Actions,   ActionForwards   and   ActionForms   are   declared   in   the







Struts.  Actions   are  bound   to   certain  URL  patterns   and  are   invoked  by   the
Request   Processor   to   process  HTTP   requests   and   to  make   changes   to   the
Business Model. For each URL pattern one Action instance is created for the
ActionServlet.
The result  of   the Action execution is  an ActionForward that defines to
which   View   or   Action   object   the   control   should   be   forwarded   after   the







Another common usage of Action objects  is   to validate form data.  The
Form Bean properties will be validated and for each error an appropriate error
message key will be appended to the request as an attribute. If the validation







specified   in  Delegate   and  Helper   classes  which   are   called   from  within   an
Action.
5.1.3. Dispatcher View 
The  Dispatcher  View  pattern   in   Jakarta   Struts   defines   abstract   references   to
Action and ActionForward objects in the XML configuration file.  Common Java
Bean reflection techniques are used to populate the ActionForward and Action







Struts framework promotes alternatives to the direct   inclusion of  JavaServer
Pages to form composite views.
Tiles  is   the   name   for   this   technique   in   the   Jakarta   Struts.   The   Tiles
framework   is   not   much   more   than   a   dispatching   mechanism   to   include
common static or dynamic page elements into JavaServer Pages to enforce a








and   are   mapped   to   URL   patterns   in   the   same   way   as   Actions   and
ActionForwards.   The   ActionServlet   creates   and   populates   the   ActionForm
objects before the invocation of the Actions when necessary.
The  purpose  of  using  ActionForms   instead  of   simple   Java  Beans   is   to
enforce a certain usage of mediator elements and to make the declaration of







content of  a  particular bean to the output response.  The  Logic  Taglib  library






In   the   following  the  main concerns of   the   Jakarta  Struts   framework will  be







In   this   way   the   package   namespace   of   the   Actions,   the   directory
namespace of the JavaServer Pages and the URL namespace are kept separate
to a very high degree. Instead of declaring each mapping individually wildcard









related validation can either  be  done by  overriding a   “stu b”  method  in  the
ActionForm   or   by   delegating   the   validation   to   an   Action.   If   the   former
approach is chosen the validation is performed in the validate method. If the
validation   succeeds,   the   method   returns   null   or   an   empty   ActionErrors
instance. If the validation fails, an ActionErrors instance with appropriate error
message mappings is returned.














  <exception key="some.key" type="java.io.IOException" 
























One   of   the  main   problems  with   Struts   1.0  was   the  manageability   of   the
configuration   file   for   larger   projects.  A   Struts­based  application  has   to   run
under one ActionServlet, and the ActionServlet can use only one configuration
























the   components   of   the   Jakarta   Struts   framework   are   designed   as   concrete




like   Java Beans   through the   Java  Reflection  API.  The  main benefit  of  using
DynaActionForms instead of normal ActionForms is that the properties of the
former can be declared in the Struts configuration file and are initialized and








appropriate  type.  The default  ExceptionHandler can be used to forward the
control   to   error  pages  when  uncaught   exceptions  are   thrown by  an  Action
instance. Subclassed ExceptionHandlers can be created to perform additionally
more specific operations when exceptions are thrown, such as logging.
The  usage   of  ExceptionHandlers   centralizes   exception  handling   in   the







the Validator  also  creates  client­side validation  code  (i.e.   JavaScript)   for   the
same validation  rules.  The validation rules  are  based on  regular  expression
pattern matching  and  some commonly  used  validators  are  already shipped
with the framework.
The validation rules are declared in a configuration file and can be used






Struts   evolution.  As  Craig  McClanahan,   the  main  developer  behind  Jakarta
Struts,   is   also   one   of   the   lead  designers   of   the   JavaServer   Faces   reference
implementation, scenarios where Jakarta Struts and JavaServer Faces are used
simultaneously are promoted quite much.
Currently   the   integration   of   JavaServer   Faces   is   possible   through   JSP
Taglibs on the View level, but the JavaServer Faces design might also influence





applications   which   provides   a   customizable   component   model   for   user
interface elements, an event handling model which is based on the Java Bean
standard   (EventListeners  and  ActionListeners),   a   validation   framework   and










based   Observer   pattern   and   pluggable   Look­and­Feel.  While   a   JFrame   or
Window acts as  a main container  for  user  interface components  in a Swing





























Components   are   arranged  hierarchically   in   component   tress.   Beside   a
normal parent­child relationship components can also be attached to parents as













class.  The  basic   subclasses  are   the  ValueChangeEvent  that  notifies   registered
listeners of  value changes and  ActionEvent  which represents a user  interface
action such as the submission of an HTML form.
On the Listener side the FacesListener  interface acts as the main interface.
The  ActionListener  and  ValueChangedListener  interfaces   are   bound   to   the
ActionEvents   and  ValueChangedEvents   respectively.  ActionSources   such   as













components  whereas   they   are   related   to   complete  ActionForms   in   Jakarta
Struts.   The   advantage   of   binding   validation   to   complete   forms   is   that   the
output  of   the validation  might  be dependent  on certain value  combinations
instead of individual values.
6.1.4. Rendering model 
JavaServer  Faces   features   two models   for  decoding component  values   from
incoming requests and encoding component values into outgoing responses. In
the  Direct  Implementation  model  the components have to encode and decode
their values themselves. In the Delegated Implementation model the decoding and
encoding   of   the   values   is   delegated   to   Renderers.   This   design   approach
separates the content of the component (the Model) from its representation (the






delegated rendering   is   a  variation of   the  Model­View­Controller  pattern  on a
more   fine­grained   level.   This   design   approach   is   similar   to   the   rendering
mechanism of the Swing framework, where the rendering of widgets and other












navigation   handling   declaratively.   The   behaviour   of   the   default
NavigationHandler   is   configured   from   the   contents   of   zero   or  more   XML
















    APPLICATION WIDE NAVIGATION HANDLING
  </description>
  <from-view-id> * </from-view-id>
  <navigation-case>
    <description>
      Assume there is a “Logout” button on every page that 
      invokes the logout Action.
    </description>
  
    <display-name>Generic Logout Button</display-name>
    <from-action>#{userBean.logout}</from-action>
    <to-view-id>/logout.jsp</to-view-id>
  </navigation-case>
  <navigation-case>  
    <description>
      Handle a generic error outcome that might be returned 
      by any application Action.
    </description>
    <display-name>Generic Error Outcome</display-name>
    <from-outcome>loginRequired</from-outcome>












  <f:validateLength minimum=”6”/>
</h:inputText>
In   the   next   JSTL   code   the   LongRangeValidator   ensures   that   the   value   is
convertible to the long type and that it is in the given range.
<h:input_number id="zip" formatpattern="#####" size="5">
  <validate_longrange minimum="50000" maximum="10000"/>
</input_number>
6.2.3. Error Handling
JavaServer  Faces  has  no  general  application  wide   support   for  error  and/or
exception handling, but such functionality might be added in future releases.
Unlike Jakarta Struts, JavaServer Faces is mostly a UI component framework
and  was   not   designed   to   be   able   to   handle   a   vast   range   of   general   J2EE
Exceptions.
Similar   functionality   can   be   simulated   by   providing   a   general
<navigation­rule/>   element   which   maps   to   all   view­ids   and   providing
<navigation­case/>   elements   with   appropriate   <from­outcome/>   elements,
which are matched against the action results.
6.2.4. Internationalization
Similar   to   Jakarta  Struts  also   JavaServer  Faces   relies  on   Java  Standards   for
Internationalization   issues   and   especially   the   Internationalization   support
already available in the Servlet, JSP and JSTL implementations.
All error messages related to form validation and other components are
available   as   localized   application   messages   and   can   be   overwritten   by
switching the javax.faces.Messages ResourceBundle.
6.2.5. Security











strong  modern   software  development   concepts:  Separation   of  Concerns  (SoC)













data   sources.   Declarative   application   design,   support   for   different   output
formats,  direct   support   for  XSL­T   transformations  and an   included caching
model are Cocoon's strong sides. Its weak sides are a component framework



































  <map:components> 
<map:components/> includes declarations of the components which are used
in the Pipelines. The child elements <map:generators/>, <map:transformers/>,
<map:serializers/>,  <map:readers/>,        <map:selectors/>,  <map:matchers/>
and <map:actions/> are groupings of component declarations.
    <map:generators default="file"> 
      <map:generator name="file"
          src="org.apache.cocoon.generation.FileGenerator"/>
        ...




    <map:transformers default="xslt">
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      <map:transformer name="xslt" 
        src="org.apache.cocoon.transformation.TraxTransformer">
        <use-request-parameters>false</use-request-parameters>
        ...
      </map:transformer>
      ... 




  <map:serializers default="html">
    <map:serializer name="html" mime-type="text/html" 
      src="org.apache.cocoon.serialization.HTMLSerializer">
      <doctype-public>-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN        
      ...
    </map:serializer>
    ...




    <map:pipeline>
      <map:match pattern="**book-**.xml">
        <map:generate src="xdocs/{1}book.xml"/>
        <map:transform src="stylesheets/book2menu.xsl">
          <map:parameter name="use-request-parameters" value="true"/>
          <map:parameter name="resource" value="{2}.html"/>
        </map:transform>
        <map:serialize type="xml"/>
      </map:match>





example   Pipeline   is   given.   The   <map:match/>   element   matches   uses   the









The   components   are  Pipelines,  Generators,   Transformers   and   Serializers   as
basic  processing  blocks,  Selector  and Matchers  as  declarative  equivalents  of




more   intermediate  processing   steps   represented   by   Transformers   and   ends
with a Serializer. In addition to the main processing components, Views can be
inserted to intercept the processing at certain steps, Selectors and Matchers to




streams.  Cocoon's caching  mechanisms  can  be  used  as  a  variant  of  Session
handling  to store various XML informations locally in memory, but the main
purpose is speed enhancement, as XSL­T transformations can be quite slow if
not optimized.  As Cocoon  is  especially used for cases where heterogeneous
XML content needs to be aggregated it is not uncommon to utilize more than
ten XSL­T transformations to process a single request.








The   default   transformer   is   the   XSLTTransformer   which   transforms   the
41
incoming   SAX   stream   according   to   the   templates   declared   in   an   XSL­T
stylesheet.   Other   transformers   are   the   FragmentExtractorTransformer,   the
SQLTransformer   to   create   SAX   streams   from   SQL   query   results,   the
FilterTransformer, to perform simple filtering on the stream and Xinclude­ /
CIncludeTransformers   to   resolve  XML  include statements  and replace   them
with the linked content.










is  also available.  Examples of other Serializers are the XHTMLSerializer,  the
XMLSerializer,   the   TextSerializer   to   cover   other   ASCII/XML   formats,   the
PDFSerializer, PSSerializer and PCLSerializer to cover binary text formats and
the SVGSerializer and VRMLSerializer cover these two image formats.
Beside the basic processing blocks  Selectors  and  Matchers  can be used to
include   conditional   logic   into   the   processing.   These   elements   are   most




languages are “i f­else”  and “ switch­case”  constructs. The syntax of the Selector
declarations   has   been   influenced   by   the   <xsl:test/>   statement   of   XSL­T
stylesheet language.
Because  a  Pipeline  architecture  with  static  URL matching  is  not   really
suitable   for  more   complex  web   applications,  Actions  can   be  used  as   initial
processing steps whose outcome determines  which pipeline  will  be used  to






















and   pages.   The   equivalents   in   traditional   web   programming   are   internal
redirects.   Like   redirects   resources   act   as   exit   points   to   Pipelines.   [Cocoon
UserDocs, 2002]
7.1.3. Avalon Component Framework 
All  Cocoon   components   are   based   on   the  Avalon   framework,   and  Aspect­
Oriented  (AOP)   component   framework  of   the  Apache  Software  Foundation.
Apache Avalon provides a platform including various component containers,
utilities, tools and default components. 
Component  Oriented   Programming  (COP)   is   the  main   paradigm   of   the
Avalon   framework.  Component  Oriented   Programming   can   be   seen   as   an
enhancement   of   the   Object   Oriented   Programming   (OOP)   programming
paradigm.   Components   have   stricter   interfaces   than   classes   and   rely   on






has Enterprise   Java Beans  (EJB)  as   its   standard component  model,  which   is
most   suitable   for   complex   multi­tier   architectures   with   high   demands   of
security, interoperability and transaction safety.















The   Avalon   components   used   by   Cocoon   are   ComponentManager,
Composable,   Component,   Configuration,   Configurable   and
ConfigurationBuilder. The main focus is on Dynamic Composition and Runtime
Configuration, which are essential for such a complex application like Apache
Cocoon.   ComponentManager,   Composable   and   Component   focus   on













Apache   Cocoon   offers   two   different   ways   to   deal   with   form   validation.
XMLForm, the first way, is oriented on the W3C XForms working draft. XForms






The constraints  of   the form validation are specified in a descriptor  file.  The
results of the form validation can either be used in an XSP through the formval






  <map:act type="form-validator">
    <map:parameter name="descriptor" value="descriptor.xml"/>
    <map:parameter name="validate-set" value="car-reservation"/>
<!-- acceptance of form input -->
    <map:generate type="serverpages" src="OK.xsp"/>
    <map:transform src="stylesheets/dynamic-page2html.xsl"/>
    <map:serialize/>
  </map:act>
<!-- refusal of form input -->
  <map:generate type="serverpages" src="test/ERROR.xsp"/>
  <map:transform src="stylesheets/dynamic-page2html.xsl"/>
  <map:serialize/>
</map:match>
The next  example  utilizes   the  SimpleFormTransformer  to validate  the  input
form.
<map:match pattern="car-reservation">
  <map:act type="req-params">
    <map:parameter name="parameters" value="order"/>
    <map:act type="form-validator">
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      <map:parameter name="descriptor" value="descriptor.xml"/>
      <map:parameter name="validate-set" value="car-reservation"/>
<!-- acceptance of form input -->
      <map:generate type="file" src="OK.xml"/>
      <map:transform src="stylesheets/dynamic-page2html.xsl"/>
      <map:serialize/>
    </map:act>
  </map:act>
<!-- refusal of form input -->
  <map:generate type="file" src="test/ERROR.xml"/>
  <map:transform src="stylesheets/dynamic-page2html.xsl"/>
  <map:transform type="simple-form"/>
  <map:serialize/>
</map:match>






errors/>   elements   are  used   to  define   elements   that   are  used   to   serialize   a
pipeline   stream   in   case   any   Java   exceptions  occur.   If  <map:handle­erros/>
declarations   are  omitted  Exceptions   are   forwarded   to   the   Servlet   level   and
cause ServletExceptions.








  <map:transform src="stylesheets/system/error2html.xsl"/>














arbitrary   release  versions   to  exemplify   the  evolution of   the Apache  Cocoon
code base and project. 









In   Cocoon   1.5   a   clear   architecture   begins   to   emerge.   The   FactoryMethod
implementations are being replaced by a component framework, which will be

















web   application   which   can   be   seen   as   a   finite   state   machine   (FSM),   an
application which is  described by a set  of  possible  actions,  states and state­
transitions.
While Jakarta Struts and JavaServer Faces use a variant of a finite state
machine,  older  versions  of  Cocoon  don't   represent  any   concrete   interaction
model,  but  something  that  resembles  a  vague Model  2  variant   instead.  The
feature of advanced control flow introduces an interaction model into Cocoon. 
The   control   flow   is   described   using   a   high   level   language   such   as
JavaScript   in   an   ordinary   function,  which   allows  developers   to   design   the
interaction model like an ordinary program. State persistence between HTTP











The   Portlet   Specification   is   based   on   a   Java   Community   Process   (JCP)   to
standardize different approaches on defining a Portal framework on top of the
Servlet   framework.   A   Portlet   is   a   web   component   which   is   conceptually
between a Servlet and a JavaServer Faces component. Portlets are aggregated in
Portal   services   as   pluggable   user   interface   components   with   included
connections   to   the   EIS   or   RDBMS   backend.   Figure   8.1   illustrates   the
relationships   between   the   client   device,   the   Portal   server   and   the   Portlet
container in the creation of a portal page.
Figure 8.1: Portal page creation in the Portlet framework [Sun JavaPortlet, 2003]






















is   different   from  the  HTTP   requests   used  by   Servlets,   the   Portlets   include
information about their access mode and window states.
The  extra   functionality  of  Portlets   is   that   they  have  means   for   storing
persistent   configuration  and customization  data,  have  access   to  user  profile
information and have URL rewriting functions. The main restrictions are that
Portlets  can neither set  character set  encoding nor the HTTP headers of  the
response and don't have any access   to  the  URL of   the client  request   to   the
Portal.
8.1.2. Deployment and configuration
Portlets   are   deployed   and   configured   in   a   similar   way   like   Servlets.   A
PortletConfig   object  provides   initialization   information  which   is   fed   into   it
through the Portlets XML Deployment Descriptor. 







  <portlet-info> 20
    <title>Stock Quote Portlet</title>
    <short-title>Stock</short-title>
    <keywords>finance,stock market</keywords>
  </portlet-info>
  ... 
</portlet>
In the case that the messages are declared in a resource bundle, the name of the
resource  bundle  has   to  be  declared  in   the  deployment  descriptor.  The  next




  ... 
  <resource-bundle>










had   not   standard   Java   API   for   user   information.   The   declaration   of   user
information in the deployment descriptor was chosen as an initial variant for





    <description>User Given Name</description>
    <name>user.name.given</name> 
  </user-attribute>
  <user-attribute>
    <description>User Last Name</description>
    <name>user.name.family</name>




















by a  Portlet   the Portlet  container  should clean up the  request  and continue
processing the other Portlets. In case a  PortletSecurityException  is thrown, the
specification doesn't specify any concrete actions the Portlet container should
carry out.  This kind of exceptions  is  thrown in case the user does not have
sufficient rights to access the requested resource. 
An UnavailableException signalizes like its name suggests, that the Portlet
is   temporarily   or   permanently   unavailable.   I   a   permanent   unavailability   is
indicated, the Portlet container has to remove the Portlet immediately. Such a
Portlet   is   to   be   considered   unavailable   until   the   Portlet   container   restarts.





scale   service  containers   the  act  of   creating  displayable  mark­up elements   is
mostly delegated to JavaServer Pages and JSF components.
8.2.3. Security
Security Handling in the Portlet   framework is  mostly  based on the security








this  suggests,   that   the Portlet   framework supports  some kind of  declarative
security   like   in   the   Servlet   framework,   it   is   just   a   declarative  mapping   of
security   roles   to   references   used   in   the   Portlet   code,   and   is   therefore
programmatic.





    ...
    <security-role-ref>
      <role-name>FOO</role-name>
      <role-link>manager</manager>

















be   discussed.   Addressed   issues   are   code   reuse   in   other   projects,   future
scenarios,   threats   from   other   projects   etc.   Deployment   issues   and   possible
application scenarios of the frameworks won't be discussed.
9.1. Jakarta Struts
While   Jakarta   Struts   has   been   one   of   the   most   popular   web   application
frameworks   for   business   applications,   the   background   is   nevertheless   non­









web   technologies   such   as   Portlets,   Web   Services   and   JavaServer   Faces
components.












to  open   the   field   of  web  application  design   for   Java  Swing  developers  by
bringing the desktop interaction model into the web domain. Exploration of
new   market   areas   for   WYSIWYG   (What­You­See­Is­What­You­Get)   web
application design is one of the main goals.
If  Sun with  its   Java Studio Creator   IDE and IBM with  its  Eclipse   IDE
manage to provide high quality plugins to design JavaServer Faces components
and  JSP pages   in  an similar  way  like   in   the  Microsoft  Visual  Studio   .NET,
JavaServer Faces is a sure candidate for a J2EE web application standard. 
As   at   least   two  OpenSource   implementations   of   the   JavaServer   Faces
frameworks   are   already   available,   there   is   also   the   possibility   that   Sun
continues   to  maintain   the  JavaServer  Faces   specification while   the  reference






the   advanced   control   flow  feature  of   the   2.1   release   is   a   rather   exotic   and




design   it   leaves   too  many   J2EE   standards   unused   to   become   a   real   J2EE
mainstream technology. Its weak support for JavaServer Pages and JavaServer
Faces technologies will draw developers who want the flexibility of XML and
the  ease  of   JSF  probably   to   some  other   technological   solutions   such  as   the
Model 2X approach of Orbeon [Orbeon, 2004]. As the JSP taglibs are providing




is   the   Portlet   framework.   Cocoon   could   act   as   an   architectural   basis   for
declarative XML based Portlet design, as portals are in general an application
domain where Cocoon is quite strong. 
While   the   purpose   OpenSource   frameworks   in   J2EE   is   of   course   to


















Tier   technologies   and   fine   grained   JSF   components   can   be   useful   as   a
component   technology   for   Portal   applications,   but   adds   in  my   opinion   an
unnecessary amount of complexity to the already difficult to grasp API set of
the J2EE platform. 





While   the  presented  Web   tier   frameworks   represent   the  main   technique   to
enhance the functionality of the Servlet framework and to ease its use, there are
alternatives.   On   the   framework   side  multi­tier   frameworks  such   as   Spring
[SpringFramework,   2004]   are   currently   en   vogue.   They   focus   more   on
integration   of   different   J2EE   technologies   into   web   applications   than
concentrating on the special needs of one tier only.
With   the  advance  of   .NET  technologies  and an  ongoing  effort   to  port





to platform  infrastructure,   the  use  of  scripting   languages  can  be  sometimes










their   high­level   architecture   and   addressed   concerns.   The   described







In  the  next   four  chapters   the   frameworks  are  described.  Each of   these
chapters   is  divided   into   three  parts:   the   architecture,   the   concerns   and   the
evolution of the framework. For JavaServer Faces and the Portlet framework






issues  of   the   frameworks  briefly.   It   also   expresses   some  evaluation   on   the
usability of the frameworks and draws possible future scenarios for the specific
frameworks. Finally alternative ways to extend the J2EE Web tier are presented.
All   in   all   the   thesis   tries   to   present   a   high   level   overview   on   the
architecture and evolution of the J2EE Web tier by presenting its architectural
base,  which consists  of   the Servlet   framework and J2EE BluePrints,  and the
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